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    This paper proposes and discusses an active dual-sensor autofocusing method for measuring the positioning 

errors of arrays of small holes on complex curved surfaces. The dual-sensor unit combines an optical vision 

sensor and a tactile probe and is designed to achieve rapid automated measurements in a way that can be adapted 

to be suitable for deployment on a manufacturing machine tool. Mathematical analysis is performed to establish 

the magnitude of the deviation from the optimal focal length that is induced by the autofocussing method. This 

evaluation is based on the geometrical relationship and interaction between the radius of the tactile probe with 

both the measured holes and the complex-curved surface. A description is provided of a laboratory-based 

standalone dual-sensor autofocusing unit and test rig that was built to perform experimental validation of the 

method. This system is estimated to have a focusing uncertainty of 11 µm deriving mainly from the inaccuracy of 
the X-Z translation stage and the maximum permissible error of the tactile probe.  

    A case study is presented which evaluates the accuracy of a pattern of Ø 0.5 mm small holes on an elliptic 

cylinder. A mathematical analysis of that problem and practical results from both the tactile and optical sensors are 

provided and discussed. It is estimated that the deviation in optimal focusing induced by this automated method is 

between -23 µm and +95 µm. This is sufficiently accurate to ensure that the optical device can capture the entire 
space outline of each of the small holes on the complex curve surface clearly and can therefore identify its 

centroid from the image to provide a measurement of the position. 

 

Keywords: autofocusing, tactile probe, optical vision sensor, position error, imaging processing.   

Nomenclature  

a,b  Major radius and minor radius, respectively (mm) 
CAD Computer aided design 
CCD Charge coupled device 
d Horizontal distance between dual sensors (mm) 
DCT Discrete cosine transformation 
DOF Depth of field (µm) 
OEF Optical evaluation function 
L Vertical distance between forefronts of two sensors (mm) 
L0 Object distance of optical microscope (mm) 
R,r Radii of tactile sensor and small hole, respectively (mm) 
uc(f) Positioning uncertainty of the testing rig (µm) 
XOZ Measurement coordinate system  
xoz  Coordinate system of the workpiece   
(Xi, Yi) Image centre of nominal hole in CCD panel (pixels) 
(Xi′,Yi′) Image centre of drilled hole in CCD panel (pixels) 
(Xi- Xi′) Centroid position change in circumference (pixels) 
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(Yi- Yi′) Centroid position change in axis (pixels) 
∆z Focusing error caused by tactile probe radius (µm) 
∆z′ Focusing error caused by position error of small hole (µm) 

1. Introduction  

The inspection and measurement of small holes on complex curved and freeform surfaces is a demanding 

problem in precision manufacturing. Such surfaces are commonplace within the automotive, aviation and space 

industries, where cooling holes with diameter less than Ø1 mm are commonly found. One type of aero-engine 

blade is designed with arrays of 79 air-cooling holes of Ø 0.3 mm and Ø 0.5 mm that need to be orientated within 

±11 arc minutes. The latest generation of aero-engine blade has as many as 470 such small holes that need to be 

positioned accurately.  

 

Measurement of such a large number of small features is impractical, if not impossible, using standard tactile 

probes that are commonly mounted on a coordinate measuring machine (CMM) or a computer numerical control 

(CNC) machine tool. Other probes that are designed for nano- and micro-metrology [1], especially the tactile 

optical-fibre probe [2] for the measurement of the diameter of small holes, are too fragile and costly to measure 

such a large number of small holes in a production environment.  

  

An optical vision sensor that consists of a high-resolution digital camera and an optical microscope (a set of 

microscopic objective lenses) allows such measurements to be performed by means of image processing and 

vision inspection. This technology is broadly applied in various contour-related metrology fields, such as the 

inspections and measurements of hole orientation and position [3,4] on regular geometric shapes and surfaces of 

equal curvature such as a flat, a circular cylinder, a sphere, etc.; the form and profile of a workpiece [5,6]; the 

discovery and measurement of the surface defects [7]; wheel steer angle detection [8]; etc.  

   

A clear image is necessary when using an optical vision system for measurement and inspection. 

Autofocussing is essential for efficient measurement and repeatable results. The autofocusing techniques currently 

used mainly rely on the various optical evaluation functions (OEFs) [9-11]. In practise, the optical microscope is 

driven to move from a short distance below the focal plane to a short distance above the focal plane while a series 

of images are captured at different planes. The corresponding series of OEF values are calculated and the plane 

whose image corresponds to the maximum of the OEF is approximately the focal plane. The procedure uses a 

hill-climbing search algorithm [12] that is ultimately limited by the resolution of the separation of the planes. The 

evaluation functions and algorithm are not mathematically complicated, and no additional hardware is required. 

CMMs equipped with an optical vision sensor usually employ such autofocusing methods.  

2. Problem of single optical vision sensor autofocusing   

OEF-based methods can be successfully applied when autofocussing on features on a flat surface. However, the 

method is less successful when focusing on features such as small holes drilled on the steep slope of a complex 

curved surface. The method is highly sensitive to the illuminating light intensity, the reflectivity of the illuminated 

workpiece surface and the depth of field (DOF) of the optical microscope. These and other factors combine to 

mean that the OEF-based focusing method can find a false focus. In this case, the focus positions have to be 

manually selected, which is time-consuming and less repeatable since it is subject to the skill-level of the operator.  
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Fig.1. Ambiguity by only optically focusing the small hole on an engine blade surface at lens position C1 and C2: 

corresponding images 1 and 2 are blurred in upper/lower semicircle and clear in the opposite semicircle. 

 

An example of the limitations of OEF-based autofocussing is the inspection of a small hole on a turbine blade. 

The light-reflecting condition on the surface of the turbine blade introduces a significant level of noise, while the 

illuminating light reflects at different angles along the surface depending upon the curvature at each point. The 

OEF-based autofocusing method can find false solutions, as shown in Fig.1, where ambiguity exists while 

autofocussing on the outer border of a small hole drilled on the more skewed slope of the blade. If the optical 

microscope lens moves vertically to position C1, the lower half of the ellipse image is clear and upper half of it 

blurs; if the optical microscope lens moves vertically to position C2, the upper half of the ellipse image is clear 

while the lower half of it blurs. Between positions C1 and C2, the location of the focal plane is uncertain, with the 

uncertainty increasing as the steepness of the slope increases.  

 

Fig. 2.  Focusing curves based on image DCT evaluation function for a hole on an elliptic cylinder shell under different 

illuminating light intensity (LI) and a hardness indentation on a flat workpiece. 

 

To provide a benchmark for this work, typical OEF methods were tested to focus on small holes on an elliptic 

cylinder and a Brinell hardness indentation on a flat workpiece. Several evaluation functions including image 

entropy function [12], image gradient variance evaluation function [13] and image discrete cosine transformation 

(DCT) evaluation function [14] have been tested using the hill-climbing search procedure. A series of images 

were captured in the procedure where the illuminating light intensity (LI) was tuned to be strong, medium and 

weak for the elliptic cylinder and medium for the flat workpiece, respectively. The values of the OEF are 

calculated from the corresponding images that are taken when the optical microscope lens moves at equal steps 
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starting from beneath the focal plane, through the focal plane, then stopped above the focal plane. The ideal 

“focusing curve” versus “lens position” should have single peak with two mathematically monotonic sides; 

the steeper the side is, the higher the focusing resolution is and so the sharper the image contrast [15].   

 

Since the DCT evaluation function was found to be the most capable focusing evaluation function among the 

others, it is taken as the example to explain the problem of autofocusing by using a single optical vision sensor 

based on the OEF. A series of images were taken at 5 µm intervals by the microscope lens with an approximate 

100 µm DOF. The focusing values of the DCT evaluation function responding to the different images were 
calculated at each position and are plotted in Fig. 2. The starting vertical positions in Fig.2 are different for the 

elliptic cylinder with holes and the flat workpiece with a hardness indentation because the two workpieces are not 

at the same height. Therefore, Fig.2 was drawn such that the vertical position of an image whose DCT value is the 

maximum is considered to be approximately the true focal plane and is chosen as the zero microscope lens 

position. Consequently, the other vertical positions of the images either higher or lower than this zero are 

presented as negative or positive positions respectively. The DCT curve for the hardness indentation on the flat 

workpiece appears much sharper than holes on the elliptical cylinder.  

3. Dual-sensor-autofocusing  

   In consideration of the problems associated with OEF-based focusing, this paper proposes an active and 

fix-focusing method for the automatic measurement of the positions or orientations of arrays of small holes on the 

complex curved surfaces. The system works by combining an optical vision sensor and a tactile probe. The tactile 

probe locates the position of each of the small-holes in its sensing direction and feeds back the required offset to the 

actuator for the optical vision sensor, which can then position it to the required focusing position. A prerequisite for 

the dual-sensor autofocusing method is prior knowledge of the focal plane of the optical microscope, which can be 

found from its technical specifications or practical testing. The principle is that the distance L between the point of 

measurement of the tactile probe and the lens of optical microscope must be a known amount from the object 

distance LO of the optical microscope. In practice, it is most efficient to set L equal to LO. Two sensors must be 

assembled into one holder either parallel to each other with a known distance equal to d as shown in Fig. 3 (a) or 

perpendicular to each other as shown in Fig. 3 (b). The perpendicular configuration requires a rotary axis to swap 

between the two sensors. The XOZ in Fig.3 is the measurement coordinate system in the plane of the displacement 

of the two sensors. In this plane the sensors are either displaced (parallel configuration) or swapped (perpendicular 

configuration). The XOZ system takes the rotary stage centre as the coordinate origin for that plane, which is 

coincident with that of the workpiece. The Y-axis is perpendicular to the other two axes to complete the Cartesian 

coordinate system. All the holes can be sequentially measured by tactile probe in the first operation then optical vision 

sensor in the second operation (mode 1). Optionally, each hole can be alternately measured first by tactile probe and 

second by optical vision sensor (mode 2).   

Taking the parallel configuration in Fig. 3 (a) as an example, the procedure for measurement in mode 2 is as 

follows:  

(1) One of the small holes is designated as the datum hole on the workpiece and is rotated by a rotary stage 

and/or translated by an x-axis stage to such a position that the central line of the datum hole aligns to the axis 

of the tactile probe; 

(2) The tactile probe is translated downwards by the z-axis stage until the stylus contacts with the surface around 

the datum hole. A trigger signal is generated to cease the movement the stage as shown in Fig. 3(a), and the 

z-coordinate is measured as Z1; 

(3) The tactile probe is retracted by the z-axis stage to a safe distance to z-coordinate Z2. Then either dual-sensors 
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or the workpiece is carried by an x-axis stage moving horizontally by a distance, d so that the datum hole is 

aligned by the optical microscope;   

(4) The z-axis stage is moved downwards by a distance of |Z1-Z2| - (L - LO). The vertical distance L between the 

small hole and optical lens is equal to the object distance LO and the image of this small hole is clearly 

imaged onto the CCD panel and is captured by the CCD camera. 

(5) After the image of the small hole is processed, the position of small hole is calculated based on the evaluation 

algorithms used for complex-curved surfaces. 

(6) The workpiece is then repositioned and reoriented to locate the next small hole in the sequence according to 

the nominal CAD model. This process can be achieved automatically using an indexer or encoder feedback. 

(7) Steps 2 to 6 are then repeated until all the holes are measured. 

      

     
     (a)                               (b) 

Fig. 3. Dual-sensor autofocusing configurations with (a) parallel and (b) perpendicular to each other, where L=L0. 

 
Alternative dual-sensor measurement systems are commercially available. Some multi-sensor CMMs [2,12] are 
equipped with multiple z-axes that can load a tactile probe and an optical vision sensor simultaneously, in which 
case the dual-sensor autofocusing principle can be performed. A through-the-lens laser sensor [12] that is 
integrated with a coaxial optical vision sensor can switch between camera and laser, and more directly accelerate 
the focusing process than the dual-sensor autofocusing proposed in this work. However, the directional laser 
sensor will be deflected by the slope and skewness of the complex-curved surface. Such, laser range-finders are 
also adversely affected by surface properties, such as the low reflectivity of the surface of an aero-engine blade. 
Other commercially available multi-sensor CMMs have one z-axis and can load only one probe at a time. A single 
z-axis is a disadvantage for performing proposed dual-sensor autofocusing. A random positioning-error is 
introduced by homing, unloading one sensor and loading another sensor. The referring process takes time, yet 
cannot be omitted due to the default automatic measurement software.   

4. Autofocusing deviations caused by probe radius and measured small hole 

    There are a number of sources of uncertainty for the autofocussing method. The positioning uncertainties of 

the translation axes derive from the positioning repeatability, hysteresis, kinematic straightness and squareness of 

the x- and z-axes. Additionally, the geometrical relationship between the optical vision sensor and the tactile probe 

can induce error due to non-parallelism, uncertainty of the separation, d, and axial offset, L. Further error will be 

induced from the tactile sensor due to uncertainty of the stylus radius of the tactile probe as well as the curvature 

and skewedness of the contact position near the small holes under inspection. These factors are mathematically 

analysed and evaluated as follows. 
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4.1. Small hole on protruding portion of a complex-curved surface 

Ideally, the focal plane of the optical microscope should be on the same plane as the touch-point of the tactile 

probe. However, the spherical stylus tip of the probe will sink into the small hole by a depth s. s varies depending 

on the stylus radius in relation to the radius of the small hole under inspection as well as the curvature of the 

surface surrounding the hole. Consider the case of a small hole drilled near the top of a convex area or the bottom 

of a concave area. The influences of the radius of the tactile probe and the curvature of the complex curved 

surface on autofocusing accuracy are shown in Fig. 4. 

 

   If the radii of the tactile probe and small hole are R and r respectively, the stylus of the tactile probe is lower 

than the outline of the small hole by a distance of s, therefore   

( )s R R r R r2 2= − − >                                     (1) 

    If the outline of a small hole on the complex-curved surface is not within one horizontal circle, but in a 

saddle or other loops, and if the height between the top point and bottom point is t, and the curvature radius of the 

complex-curved surface is ρ , 

( )t r rρ ρ ρ2 2= − − >                                    (2) 

 
Fig. 4. Schematic of a tactile probe contacting a small hole on the protruding part of a complex-curved cylinder. 
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(a)                                    (b) 

Fig. 5. (a) is the focusing deviation s versus radius of the small hole and (b) is the focusing deviation t versus curvature radius 

of the complex curved surface.   

 
   In Fig. 5 (a), focusing deviations (s) are calculated and plotted against the radius of a small hole for four 
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different radii of the tactile probe R: 0.25 mm, 0.5 mm, 1 mm and 1.5 mm. Intuitively, these deviations will 

increase as the radius of the hole increases. To minimized s, the probe radius R should be as large as possible if 

the radius of the small holes is known. In Fig. 5 (b) focusing deviations (t) are plotted against the curvature radius 

of the complex-curved surface for different radii of the small hole (r): 0.1 mm, 0.25 mm, 0.5 mm and 1 mm. The 

focusing deviations t decrease with the increase of the curvature radius ρ. If the radius r, of the small holes is less 
than 0.5 mm, and the DOF of the optical microscope is in several hundreds micrometres, t can be considered 

insignificant. 

4.2. Small hole on skewed and sloped portion of a complex-curved surface 

The geometrical interaction between the spherical tip of the tactile probe and the complex-curved surface 

causes a probe deviation that varies according to the curvature of the contacted points on the surface. Following a 

detailed analysis of the geometrical relationship between the tactile probe radius R and the location at the 

complex-curved surface where a small hole with radius r is drilled with position error as shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (b), 

the focusing deviation formulas can be derived as follows.     

 

(a)                                          (b) 

Fig. 6. Schematic of autofocus deviation caused by the tactile probe radius if it aligns on the complex-curved surface at (a) 

the centreline of the hole and (b) offset from the centreline due to position error of the hole. 

 

   If a complex-curved surface implicitly expressed by F (x,y,z)=0 has continuous partial-differentiations to the 

variables x, y and z at point p (x,y,z), the normal vector n
�

[17] at point p is  

( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , )
( , , )

F x y z F x y z F x y z
n

x y z

∂ ∂ ∂=
∂ ∂ ∂

                         (3) 

    For a complex-curved surface which can be explicitly expressed by z = f (x, y), to set F (x,y,z)= f (x, y) - z, 

the partial differentiations in equation (3) are reintegrated as  

( , , ) ( , )

( , , ) ( , )

( , , )
1

F x y z f x y

x x
F x y z f x y

y y

F x y z

z

∂ ∂= ∂ ∂
∂ ∂ = ∂ ∂
∂ = − ∂

                                 (4) 

   The schematics of the geometrical relationship between the probe sphere and the complex-curved surface are 

shown in Fig. 6, where p is the actual contact point between the probe and the surface, pE is the centre of the 

spherical probe and ∆z is the deviation introduced by the probe radius R. The path of the probe centre pE with 
equal distance R from the surface can be expressed as  
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( , ) ( , )Ef x y f x y R n= + ⋅ �                                       (5) 

   If γ represents the angle between the normal vector and Z-axis direction at p, its cosine is 

1
2 2 2

( , ) ( , )
cos ([ ] [ ] 1)

z f x y f x y

n x x
γ

−∂ ∂= = + +
∂ ∂�

                               (6)  

    Therefore, equation (5) can be reintegrated as 

( , ) ( , ) / cosEf x y f x y R γ≈ +                                         (7) 

   If a small hole is drilled at the nominal position as shown in Fig. 6 (a), the position error of the small hole is 

zero so the centrelines of the small hole and the probe are coaxial. The autofocusing deviation caused by the probe 

radius is 

( , ) ( , ) (1/ cos 1)Ez f x y f x y R R γ∆ = − − ≈ −                                   (8) 

   Combining equation (6), (7) and (8), the autofocusing deviation caused by the probe radius is 

2 1/2[(tan 1) 1]z R γ∆ ≈ ⋅ + −                                           (9) 

where, 2 2 1/ 2tan ([ ( , ) / ] [ ( , ) / ] )f x y x f x y yγ = ∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂  

   If the actual position of the small hole deviates from the nominal as shown in Fig. 6 (b), then the tactile probe 

will contact the surface either above or below the projected centreline of the hole. The diagram shows the case 

where the probe contacts the higher edge of the small hole. The linear position error of small hole, ∆l, causes an 

additional autofocusing error ∆z′. γ′ is the slope at the point that where the surface intersects the Z-axis. Usually 

the probe radus R is much smaller than the curvature radius at the point p, γ′ ≈ γ. Therefore, the additional 

autofocusing error ∆z′ is expressed as 

       ∆z′ =∆l ⋅ tan γ ′ ≈ r ⋅ tanγ                                     (10) 

  Ideally, to minimize the probing deviation ∆z, ∆z′ and R should be as small as possible in equation (9) and (10), 

respectively. It should also be noted that the probing deviation will increase as ∆l increases. Therefore, on poorly 
manufactured parts additional compensation of the focusing algorithm needs to be considered. The focusing 

deviations versus the slopes at the top edge of the small hole are plotted in Fig. 7. For the situation where the slope 

around the higher edge of the small hole on the complex-curved surface, tanγ′ ,varies from 0° to 45° while the probe 

radius is 0.5 mm, 1 mm, 2 mm and 3 mm, respectively. 
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Fig. 7. Focusing deviations versus slope of the higher edge of small hole on complex-curved surface f (x,y) (∆l = r =      

0.25 mm). 
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   The focusing deviations increase with the increases of both the tactile probe radius and the slopes around the 

locations of the small holes on the complex-curved surface. The focusing deviations ∆z and ∆z′ need to be 
compensated if the radius is close to or larger than the DOF of optical microscope. This can be explained by 

considering an example of an optical microscope measuring system with 500 µm DOF. For different tactile probe 

radii of 0.5 mm, 1.0 mm, 2.0 mm and 3.0 mm, the focusing deviations ∆z and ∆z′ will reach the DOF if the 
skewed angle at the higher edge of a small hole on the complex-curved surface has reached the thresholds listed in 

table 1.  

 

Table 1 Thresholds of skewed angles at the higher edge of a small hole on a complex-curved surface. 

      R(mm) 

∆l (mm) 
0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 

0.25 45° 37.5° 30° 27.5° 
0.5 35° 30° 25° 22.5° 
 

   For an array of small holes on a complex-curved surface whose design parameters are already known, the 

probe radius should be chosen based on the comprehensive consideration of focusing deviation s, t and ∆z and ∆z′.  
They can be compensated by making an object-oriented-measurement strategy if the dual-sensor autofocusing 

unit is integrated into a high accuracy machine tool or a purpose-built test rig. Compensation can be made by 

correcting the deviation s, t and ∆z and ∆z′ from the height |Z1-Z2|. This means moving the optical microscope 
using the z-axis stage by a displacement L, calculated using equation 11, so that the related small hole can be 

clearly imaged by the optical microscope.  

1 2 'L Z Z s t z z= − − + + ∆ + ∆                                     (11) 

5.1. An example of an autofocusing unit 

   Some types of CMMs that are equipped with two or more z-axes that can load an optical sensor and a tactile 

probe concurrently [2, 16] could perform the proposed autofocusing method, although it is unlikely that they 

could perform the automated method proposed without some hardware or software modification. If such a system 

is unavailable then a user-controllable dual-sensor autofocusing unit can be assembled. To validate the theory in 

this paper, such a system was built (Fig 8.).  

 

   The optical vision sensor comprised an optical microscope with tuneable magnification mounted with a 

coaxial LED ring light at its object end and connected to a CCD camera at its image end. The tactile probe could 

be a standard CMM or CNC machine tool probe. A contact inductive sensor (CIS) was used as the tactile probe 

for this test setup. The test rig had two linear (X- and Z-) axes and one rotary axis, which was employed to rotate 

the workpiece to each nominal angle of the small holes. The dual sensors were mounted onto the Z-axis. All axes 

were motorised to facilitate automatic focusing and measurement.      

 

The assembled unit is shown in Fig. 8 (a) and a schematic is shown in Fig.8 (b). A flowchart showing the 

autofocusing, image-capturing and image-processing is shown in Fig. 8 (c). The distance between the two sensor 

axes d = 62.5 mm, and working distance L = 95 mm. The positioning repeatability Er, positioning hysteresis EB, 

kinematic straightness (EXZ, EYZ, EZX, EYX), parallelism (EPZ, EPX), yaw (EBZ, ECX) and pitch (EAZ, EBX) are 3 µm,  

5 µm, 10 µm/100 mm and 10 µm/100 mm, 15 arc seconds and 15 arc seconds respectively in 100 mm moving 
range for both x- and z-stage. Errors Er and EB directly contribute to the positioning uncertainty, while EPX and EBX 
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indirectly contribute to the positioning uncertainty. The remaining errors would influence the uncertainty of the 

position measurement of small holes. The test rig was not optimised for speed during these experiments, but it 

was fully computer-controlled to improve efficiency and repeatability. The CIS (GT21, TESA) has R 1.5 mm 

probe radius, 0.01 µm resolution and 0.2 µm maximum permissible error (EMPE) within 200 µm measuring range.      
The sensed voltage signal is output to TESATRONIC TT 60 electronic box and was digitally acquired by 

computer through a NI DAQ card. The optical microscope is an OEM product with 500 µm DOF and tunable 
optical magnifications. A rotary stage with 4.5 arc second resolution and 18 arc second positioning repeatability was 

mounted on the X-axis stage to rotate the workpiece for the following autofocusing experiment. The 11 µm 
positioning uncertainty contributed by the X-Z translation stage and maximum permissible error of the CIS is the 

result calculated by                           

2 2 2 2 2 1/2( ) [2 2 ( ) ( ) ]c r B PX BX MPEu f E E E d E d E= + + + +                               (12) 

where, EPX (d) = d × EPX =62.5×10/100=6.25 µm, EBX(d) = d × EBX ×(1/3600)×(π/180) = 4 µm and digit ′2′ means 
that the z-stage travels once forwards and once backwards.   

  

                  (a)                                            (b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 8.  Prototype dual-sensor autofocusing unit: (a) is its set-up, (b) is its kinematic schematic and (c) is a flowchart of 

autofocusing, image-capturing and image-processing in mode 2. 
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5.2. Focusing deviation caused by probe radius and the elliptic cylinder surface 

   The autofocusing errors vary according to the different types of complex-curved surface. Therefore, a pattern 
of small holes on the circumference of an elliptic cylinder shell shown in Fig. 9 (a) is taken as an example to 
demonstrate how to analyse the autofocusing error.  
 

      

                       (a)                                   (b) 

Fig 9.(a) Elliptic cylinder shell; (b) Schematic of an inductive sensor head contacting a small hole on an elliptic cylinder. 

   

 The schematic of the tactile probe contacting a small hole on the slope of the elliptic cylinder shell is shown in 

Fig. 9 (b). If xoz presents the workpiece coordinate system, the ellipse formula is  

cos

sin

x a

z b

α
α

= ⋅
 = ⋅

      (0 <2α π≤ )                                  (13)           

where, a, b are the major radius and minor radius of the ellipse respectively. The probe radius is R, and the small 

hole radius is r. The coordinate of the contact point in xoz coordinate system is (x, z). If the ellipse in the xoz 

coordinate system rotates an angle θ relative to the X-axis in XOZ coordinate system, the parametric function of 
the ellipse in XOZ coordinate system is expressed by  

cos sin

sin cos

X x y

Z x y

θ θ
θ θ

= −
 = +

.                                          (14) 

    If a small hole is contacted by the inductive sensor whose centreline is in the Z-axis, X=0. Thus, in equation (14) 

cos sinx zθ θ=                                              (15) 

   If the hole drilled on the long axis is designated as the datum hole, α denotes the nominal angle of one of the 

other holes with reference to the datum hole and γ represents the angle between the normal vector and the Z-axis 
direction at p, 

cos
tan

sin

x a

z b

αθ
α

= = ⋅                                           (16) 

( / ) sin ( / ) cos
tan

( / ) cos ( / ) sin

dZ dx d dz d

dX dx d dz d

α θ α θγ
α θ α θ

⋅ + ⋅= =
⋅ − ⋅

                       (17) 

Combining equation (16) and equation (17) gives 
2 2sin tan cos

tan sin(2 )
sin cos tan 2

a b a b

a b ab

α θ αγ α
α α θ

− ⋅ + −= =
− − ⋅

    (0 <2α π≤ )                     (18) 

The focusing deviation ∆z and ∆z′ are respectively 
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2 2 2

2 1/ 2 2 1/ 2

2 2

( )
[(1 tan ) 1)] [(1 sin 2 ) 1]

4

a b
z R R

a b
γ α−

∆ = ⋅ + − = ⋅ + ⋅ −                             (19) 

and 

2 2

' tan sin(2 )
2

a b
z r r

ab
γ α−∆ ≈ ⋅ = ⋅                                     (20) 

If the first and second derivatives of the ellipse are 
dz

dx
and

2

2

d z

dx
 respectively, then 

2

2 3 3

cot

sin

dz b

dx a

d z b

dx a

α

α

= −

=







                                     (21)      

The curvature of the ellipse is 

2
2 3/2 2 2 2 2 3/2

2
( ) / (1 ( ) ) / ( sin cos )
d z dz

K ab a b
dx dx

α α= + = +                    (22) 

Therefore, the curvature radius is 

1 2 2 2 2 3/21
| | ( sin cos )K a b

ab
ρ α α−= = +                                  (23) 

   R=1.5 mm. If r=0.25 mm, s ≈ 20 µm. If the small holes drilled at α = 45°, 135°, 225° and 315° are probed by 

the tactile probe, ∆z and ∆z′ reach their maximum. If the small holes drilled at α = 0°, 90°, 180° and 270° are 

probed by the same tactile probe, ∆z and ∆z′ diminish to their minimum. If a=14 mm, b=11.2 mm, the maximum 

and minimum focusing deviation ∆zmax=38 µm, ∆z′max=56 µm, ∆zmin=∆z′min = 0. If α = 45°, 135°, 225° and 315°,  

t ≈2 µm; if α = 90° and 270°, t ≈1.8 µm; if α = 0° and 180°, t ≈ 3 µm. When also considering the 11 µm 
autofocusing error introduced by positioning uncertainty uc(f) introduced by the test rig, the final focusing 

deviation is between -23 µm and 95 µm, which are calculated by  

2 2 2 1/2
min

2 2 1/2
max

[ ( )]

[( ') ( )]
c

c

s t u f

z z u f

δ
δ
 = − + +


= ∆ + ∆ +

                                   (24) 

where, the negative and positive deviations mean that the optical vision sensor will over-focus and under-focus 

the small holes, respectively. 

5.3. Autofocusing experiment 

The workpiece shown in Fig. 9 (a) has an array of twelve small holes of Ø 0.5 mm centripetally drilled with 
regular angular distribution on an elliptic cylinder shell whose major radius a=14 mm, minor radius b=11.2 mm, 
shell thickness T=3 mm. The autofocused and captured images for the twelve small holes are shown with 3.75 
times magnification (calibration factor k = 0.6410 µm/pixel) in Fig.10 (a), where the hole with legend 0˚ is one 
drilled on the long axis and is considered as the datum in the autofocusing procedure. The images in the figure are 
arranged so that they correspond from left to right with the Y-axis direction and from bottom to top with the 
circumferential (X) direction of the elliptic cylinder shell. The locations of the imaged small holes have a 
sinusoidal form on the CCD panel with 2560×1920 pixels, mainly due to the concentricity errors between the 
rotary stage, the elliptic cylinder portion and the circular cylinder portion of the workpiece. CMM measurement 
results indicate that the elliptic cylinder portion has concentricity errors of 30 µm in the long-axis and 10 µm in 
short-axis in reference to the circular cylinder portion. Segmenting the image into the binary image and then 
detecting the centroid of the small hole on the binary image is achieved within a few milliseconds. The binary 
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images marked with the detected centroids are shown in Fig. 10 (b). The procedure of autofocusing, 
image-capturing, image processing and centroid position detecting was conducted 5 times to evaluate repeatability.  
The measurement results are shown in Fig.11 (a) and (b), where the centroid deviations (Xi – Xi′) and (Yi – Yi′) 
represent the deviation from the datum hole, located at 0°. The detailed centroid deviations and repeatability (σ) 
of 5 times measurement are listed in table 2. The largest non-repeatability takes place at the 120° hole, which is 
predicted to be caused by the imperfect of rotary stage and the assembled dual-sensor unit. Additional 
image-processing capability could be incorporated into the system to detect such artifacts automatically. 

 

                    (a)                                                    (b) 
Fig. 10. (a) Original images of a pattern of 12 small holes of Ø 0.5mm and (b) their binary images marked with the calculated 
centroids (3.75 times in optical magnification).  
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(a)                                               (b) 

Fig. 11. Repeatability of detected deviations of hole centroid in directions of (a) circumference (Xi – Xi′) (µm) and (b) axis   

(Yi – Yi′) (µm). 

 

Table 2 Repeatability (σ) of detected deviations of hole centroid in circumference and axis direction. 

 (X i – Xi′) (µm) (Yi – Yi′) (µm) 
Holes 1 2 3 4 5 STD 1 2 3 4 5 STD 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

30 -41.98 -40.60 -40.51 -40.93 -41.98 0.73 42.57 43.29 43.61 42.99 42.57 0.46 

60 -374.43 -373.60 -374.27 -373.38 -374.43 0.50 71.67 71.83 72.13 71.60 71.67 0.22 

90 -447.51 -456.96 -440.10 -455.50 -447.51 6.85 81.57 84.22 78.87 83.66 81.57 2.11 

120 -417.64 -376.69 -391.15 -371.14 -417.64 22.05 106.31 103.39 104.72 103.30 106.31 1.49 

150 -301.04 -323.71 -300.69 -314.51 -301.04 10.48 120.19 123.74 120.86 122.04 120.19 1.51 

180 -250.98 -243.83 -250.48 -249.39 -250.98 3.03 104.91 102.71 105.62 104.59 104.91 1.09 

210 -310.01 -311.62 -310.13 -312.60 -310.01 1.18 89.19 89.13 89.81 88.80 89.19 0.37 

240 -461.76 -468.09 -461.78 -465.51 -461.76 2.91 54.45 54.46 55.18 54.36 54.45 0.34 

270 -486.24 -490.25 -488.32 -485.57 -486.24 1.94 8.97 10.51 10.39 8.79 8.97 0.85 

300 -397.85 -374.62 -388.96 -400.46 -397.85 10.62 29.52 30.25 30.27 29.29 29.52 0.46 

330 -219.29 -214.95 -208.90 -215.04 -219.29 4.27 24.24 24.93 26.02 24.87 24.24 0.73 

360 1.41 -0.49 0.06 -0.23 1.41 0.91 0.03 -0.49 1.21 -0.91 0.03 0.80 
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6. Conclusion  

   The ability to measure the position errors of small features rapidly and automatically is highly desirable in 

precision manufacturing, especially in the aerospace sector, where large patterns of small air-cooling holes are 

typically found on complex curved surfaces. 

 

   The autofocusing dual-sensor method of measuring arrays of small holes on complex curved surfaces has been 

proposed. It uses a tactile probe to find the optimal distance between an optical vision sensor and the targeted 

feature automatically. The mathematical treatment and evaluation of measurement results highlights the important 

parameters that should be minimised to reduce the error in the autofocussing method. The results are very 

promising for adapting the method to a production environment, in particular to on-machine measurement.  

 

   This method has the added advantage that it can be applied even if the optical microscope has a very short 

depth of field (DOF); the focusing deviation can be adapted electrically and mechanically to compensate it. The 

method has no perceived disadvantages in terms of measurement time over current optical autofocusing methods, 

which are based on various optical evaluation functions (OEF). Such systems need many images to be captured 

against the lens positions around the focal plane. The time required for moving the microscope, autofocusing, 

image processing and parameter calculating for each captured image using OEF, takes approximately 15 seconds. 

Experiments have shown that employing the autofocusing dual-sensor method, which only requires a single 

tactile-probing cycle to establish focal length and a single optical vision sensor to perform measurement, does not 

increase this cycle time. It is estimated that performing the technique on a high precision CNC machine tool will 

greatly reduce this cycle time because of the superior control setup over the test-rig. 

 

   This paper is concerned only with the autofocusing technique. After autofocusing and image processing, the 

evaluation algorithms of the position deviation of the patterns of small holes, the analysis of the measurement 

uncertainty of the position error as well as the due consideration for the real-time on-machine measuring system, 

are the subjects of continued research. 
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